GIVEINDIA VERIFICATION REPORT

GiveIndia conducts surprise visits to the places where the NGOs are located. These visits are conducted to
verify the information shared by the NGO about the benefits provided to the end beneficiaries. Our NGO
Relationship Managers and a team of dedicated volunteers find the address of the beneficiary and visit them
personally to confirm the validity of the NGO’s work. Here is a report created by the NGO Relationship Manager
during the verification visit :
Name of NGO

Foundation for Mother and Child Health

Date of verification visit

20/8/2018

Name of Relationship Manager who conducted the
visit

Nikhila

Name of Relationship Manager who assessed the visit Mitish Dewangan
Location of visit

Ghanshyam Nivas, Sai Krupa Chawl, Mahatma Jyotiba
Phule Nagar Powai, Mumbai

Details of the beneficiary[1]

Manisha Chandanshive

Verification Visit status of beneficiary[1]

Success

Additional remarks by the Relationship Manager on
beneficiary[1]

They have shifted to Kopar, Had spoken to her
husband on telephone call arranged by Mr. Sanjay
Bhalerao whom I met near the mentioned address. Her
mother-in-law lives there in the same address. Her
husband told that Manisha went to the Balwadi Clinic
nearby and left going there just 2 months back when
they shifted. She had gone regularly 6 months prior to
delivery and months post delivery. She has learned all
the things from the diet of the child to how to take care
and hande a baby. She started going there in the
month of October. They also have a certificate from
FMCH.

Note to the donor: GiveIndia’s Relationship Managers travel to the most remote parts of the country to conduct
the verification visits. These visits are very important to ensure our donors that we maintain a high level of trust in
the ecosystem. A successful verification visit is a strong indicator that this NGO can be trusted with your
donations and will utilize the funds raised to provide support to the intended beneficiaries.
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